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It is with profound pleasure,

The topics covered in the health

humility and anticipation that

magazine would include but

we celebrate the launch of PCHS

not limited be to: COVID-19

Health Magazine with this in-

related information, addic-

augural issue. On behalf of the

tion and mental health issues,

Editorial Team, I would like to

ageing related issues facing our

extend a very warm welcome to

communities, settlement issues,

the readership of PCHS Health

and issues pertaining to family,

Magazine. I take this opportuni-

relationships, teen and parent-

ty to thank our authors, graphic

ing issues, child-rearing issues

designers, contributors, anon-

and much more.

ymous reviewers, advertisers,
all of whom have volunteered to

We would also like to extend an

contribute to the success of the

invitation to our partner agen-

health magazine.

cies to support us by advertising
in this magazine. We promise

PCHS Health Magazine is

that this magazine would allow

primarily focused on sharing

access into the South Asian

information related to health,

community and your agency

settlement and social issues fac-

will benefit from the inroads

ing our communities in Canada.

into the community. This will

We will endeavour to provide

benefit both the community and

scientific information which is

your agency.

vetted by medical scientists &
professionals and will engage

We would welcome articles

in dialogue with our readers on

which explain in common

settlement and social service

language the work your agency

issues.

does and how services are pro-

vided. We welcome contributions

publishing all articles which will

that can demonstrate near-term

enhance the access, treatment

practical usefulness, particularly

and recovery for our clients and

contributions that take a multi-

readers.

disciplinary / convergent approach because many real-world

Once again, I welcome you to this

problems are complex in nature.

magazine – your PCHS Health

You may wish to contact Dr.

Magazine! With your support as

Puneet Dhillon, who is managing

advertisers, readers, and contrib-

this initiative. She can be reached

utors, I see very bright prospects

at puneet@pchs4u.com.

for PCHS Health Magazine to
serve the community even better

Further, we will periodically

in the future. Ultimately, we will

issue special calls for articles to

improve more lives and, conse-

showcase your agency’s commit-

quently, our communities.

ment towards equity, diversity,
inclusion from an anti-racism

We hope to hear from you soon,

and anti-oppression framework.

and we welcome your feedback!

I close this message by inviting

If you have any questions,

everyone to submit their articles

suggestions, or concerns, please

and support this health maga-

address them to puneet@pchs4u.

zine through advertising in it. All

com.

articles will receive a high degree
of enthusiasm in the approval

Thank you. We hope you will

and publishing process will find a

find the PCHS Health Magazine

home in PCHS Health Magazine.

informative.

Therefore, we are committed to

BMutta
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COViD-19

“

Switching off very
loud music would

- requires a level of practical

body) the other, 'of this world'

personal involvement, as we

(time/decaying).

shall see.
Relative silence requires the
we develop the full import of

other, pure transcendental

silent room. Con-

these coded tenets which are

silence, the absence of interior

revealing the age-less secret of

noise (compulsive thinking).

how we may obtain miraculous

In both scenarios something

health benefits in our own lives,

requires to be absent for their

at any age, now!

'silence' experience.

pulsive 'thinking

Let us set context to both scrip-

Thus, tuning into either 'the

about', would

tures' common denominator:

still small voice', or transcend-

the means of contact.

ing the three Gita gunas, are

leave us silent in
mind.

"

both referring to gaining direct
So, for example: switching off

contact with the absolute or

very loud music would leave

transcendental pure silence.

us sitting in a silent room.
Conversely, switching off from

But how can we tell the

immortal five thousand years

stressful thoughts or compul-

difference in the silences?

old Bhagavad-Gita puts it: ch

sive 'thinking about', would

2 vs 45 "Be without the three

leave us silent in mind.

So, what's the difference?

many people's

than the nature's way of
inside-out.

minds these days

And, strangely, the solution to

revolve primarily

these issues is freely available

But even more startling is

around defeating the pan-

--and has been for centuries

that ancient scriptures have

demic, followed closely by

-- but deliberately suppressed

been hailing this freely avail-

busting the ageing process,

by vested interests. Their

able miracle for countless

creating radiant glowing

approach to such matters

centuries as in: 'know the still

health and oozing love-hap-

being from outside-in rather

small voice within' while the

mental dialogue while sitting
in the quiet room? How can

So, here we have the secret of
piness in abundance.

In other words, what distinguishes the silence surrounding

gunas" (more on this later).

>>> Raymond Patrick Phelan
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(health/non-ageing of cellular

leave us sitting in a

thoughts or com-

T

intended by the ancient sages

absence of exterior sound, the

off from stressful

he issues on

one silence is transcendental

So, bear with me, if you will, as

versely, switching

DEFEATING THE AGEING
PROCESS IN THE PANDEMIC

Elixir, in its purest form -- as

disease-free health, abundant

The difference is: there are two

we tell if we're not listening to

love, glowing happiness and

silences existing simultaneous-

a quieter version of the low-

age-less consciousness staring

ly but are not one and the same

er-ego chattering and taking

at us for aeons.

in nature. One is 'absolute or

that silence to be the still small

pure transcendental silence',

(transcendent) voice?

But, sadly, merely reading

the other, 'relative silence' ex-

these life-transformative

perienced through the absence

So, initially - while in the

scriptures is not sufficient in

of outer sounds: one silence is

spiritually asleep state - the

itself. In other words, to have

absence of inner noise, the oth-

mind doesn't possess suffi-

direct experience of this Potent

er, absence of outer noise, or,

cient pure silence capacity and
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understanding to relate to 'the

the faculty makes decisions

advanced somewhat then the

still small voice' as a means of

based on what the conscious

spiritual or transcendent intel-

experiencing transcendentally,

mind churns up or thinks.

lect begins forming, maturing, a
dynamic which ultimately takes

when relating spiritually at this
During spiritual ignorance - low-

over all of our decision making,

er-self or carnality stage -- the

when irresolute intellect be-

Prior to spiritual awakening,

conscious mind thinks through

comes Resolute intellect.

outer life events, including

previous or inherited condition-

relative sound, act as prompts in

ing and experiences, and, based

While this transformation from

reminding us of our need of soul

on that churned up conditioning,

lower-self functioning into

evolution from the born-into

the human intellect decides on

experiential higher Self is taking

'noise' state of spiritual igno-

issues.

place, the lower ego personali-

stage can be intellectual only.

rance. Thus the need of lived

ty is as if being 'crucified' -- its

outer noise lessons until finally

At this stage, due to the shallow

content integrated -- thus facil-

we accept the necessity of gain-

limited thinking capacity of the

itating expansion of love in the

ing pure inner silence as gradu-

conscious mind, the intellect

heart chakra where all revelation

ation means unto knowing our

has not as yet been initiated into

of divine nature originates.

true inheritance of pure silence

ability of discerning spiritually.
Transformation of irresolute

or perfected consciousness.
Thus, prior to practicing some

intellect thus clears the way for

Similar to caterpillar metamor-

form of mind-centring medita-

Resolute intellect to function

phosis into butterfly, we're each

tion, sadly, the repetitive mental

through the heart chakra as the

designed for similar transforma-

chatter, whether quiet are loud,

still transcendent voice in every

tion unto knowing transcend-

noble or otherwise, is simply

situation, in or out of medita-

ently and utter freedom in bliss

regurgitated lower-ego histo-

tion.

consciousness.

ry, and, such is what's blocking
cognitive awareness of the still

In other words, post soul awak-

To help clarify which is which:

small transcendent voice as di-

ening, the spiritual intellect and

ego chattering or still small

rect experience, meaning, lower

heart chakra together function as

voice, let us look at the mental

human intellect is still in charge

the Authentic Voice of our soul:

faculties at play in this area -

of vital decision making - includ-

guidance in accordance with

nothing complicated.

ing health.

cosmic standard as opposed to
the false ego which functioned
through law of spiritual igno-

6

Mind Versus intellect

resolute Intellect from

First, there is the conscious mind

irresolute

whose function is to 'think'. This

Much like the butterfly, when

is followed by human intellect,

our meditation practice has

rance.
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Mind expansion and Integra-

to greed, power, money and ob-

in meditation, it's capacity post

tion

session with material wealth and

meditation to intuit and discern

Thus in order to know the

control over people.

cosmically becomes apparent.

Transcendent directly, mind

When engaging eternal vibra-

needs to expand beyond rela-

In this way, as consciousness

tion in the form of joyful silence

tive silence, for such is when

expands, compassionate love,

becomes as natural.

transcendental silence becomes

youthfulness, creative insights

infused into the very nature of the

of a cosmic standard become our

In this context, heart chakra

mind, and is how mind become

expressional norms.

awakening unto bliss experienc-

disciplined from wondering into

ing is consequent of kundalini

thinking useless energy-sapping

rising upwards from the base of

thoughts.

Mind-Silence Acclimatiza-

the spine initiated through pure

tion

silence contact.

During meditation thoughts

If conscious mind and nervous

surface naturally into awareness

system have not been acclima-

Triggering kundalini, further

for integration. These thoughts

tized into withstanding pure

triggers the soul's 12 inner

represent imprints of our most

silence, pure bliss, then often

spiritual faculties - esoterically

recent history. Integration

what's to the fore is ego-nuanced

referred to as the 12 apostles

ensures that such imprints don't

happiness or mire thoughts thus

-- thus developing personal and

root to form future thought-bag-

polluting the vital channel-means

global consciousness. In oth-

gage seeds, thus, integration

of knowing God directly. Thus,

er words, with transcendental

is how expansion of conscious

as mind-nervous system become

silence being the sole criteria

capacity of mind develops. It's

naturally surrendered in mental

of 'right action', thus our every

during this integratory process

stillness, then the mind tran-

action benefits the entire cosmos

that lower-self dialogue is most

scends this world of opposites -

and other people simultaneously.

likely to be heard, but that, such

good-bad, love-hate, like-dislike,

words are not originating from

me-mine.

the still transcendent voice,

All-knowingness
Gradually, post meditation, these

All-knowing consciousness when

vital inner faculties become pure

realized is our Real True Self: the

When we think about it, without

enough to reflect tangible divine

authentic Still Voice witnessed as

integration the mind would accu-

presence: transmissions of heart

all-pervasive silence-calm as sep-

mulate useless thought baggage

chakra love in the form of satu-

arate from the outer chaotic world

indefinitely. Thus, while being the

rated compassionate calm - when

of activity -- the calm which nev-

dynamic which expands capacity

the lake is still, the moon reflects

er becomes ruffled by emotional

of conscious mind, integratory

perfectly.

storms on the lake of life.

As conscious mind transcends

The term 'small' voice is to dif-

which essentially is wordless.

silence also frees from addictive
mind-sets, including attachment

ferentiate it from the expansive

Use it or lose it

The peace and self-healing hap-

lower-self conditioning which,

Thus, expressing love, peace and

piness we've each been seeking

through ignorance, overpowers

gratitude in every situation is

since birth exists already within

and imprisons Transcendent

our surest way of maintaining

as pure silence and is easily real-

nature, the soul's unconditional

vibrant health and youthful

ized by transcending daily.

love nature.

consciousness. When eventually
our consciousness BECOMES 'the

Meditation is about establish-

Thus the axiom; 'we cannot

still transcendent voice, BE-

ing steadiness of intellect and

express what we don't possess in

COMES love and health-happi-

transcendental consciousness

consciousness'. In other words,

ness, BECOMEs the embodiment

simultaneously, when spontane-

we cannot express unconditional

of transcendent ageless silence

ous Silence reflects permanently

love without its direct presence

and eternal well-being. When

as eternal present moment con-

in heart.

our every action is performed

sciousness.

naturally through Immutable Being, You, as God-Consciousness.

As 'Transcendent Silence' lies

Secret of Abundant Happi-

Illustrating further how indeed

beyond the range frequency of

ness

our every action is deemed 'right

the human mind, intellect and

There's a great scripture which

action' -- action in accordance

senses, may I suggest the follow-

states: "To him that has, more

with Divine Law.

ing technique of transcendence

shall be given, but to him with

into pure silence.

least, even that shall he lose."
At face value, this indeed seems

The Great Transmutation

Be seated, and recite the sacred

grossly unfair. But, on deep

In meditation the conscious mind

mantra Aum or Om quietly

reflection, it highlights a cos-

and five active senses converge

within. Extend Aum vibration for

mic law: by expressing the level

into point awareness - the still

5/6 seconds, then pause for 5/6

of health-happiness which we

small voice. Through regular

seconds after each recital. Con-

have presently, we receive more

daily practice, the mind begins

tinue this recite-pause sequence

health-happiness, while she/

retaining this pure point-silence,

for at least ten minutes building

he who doesn't express their

a convergence resulting even-

up to twenty minutes daily after

present health-happiness, loses

tually in permanent bliss-con-

a few days, then twice daily

that level. As health, happiness

sciousness, the Nectar of all

thereafter. This daily practice

and ageing are interlinked,

meditation.

technique represents "be without

the wise person, for building

the three gunas" in Bhagavad-Gi-

COVID-immunity, express pure

And even though words may pop

ta mentioned earlier, meaning,

unconditional love and heart-

into mind during meditation, ul-

transcend the laws of nature,

felt peace-vibration at every

timately the practice is about car-

which are Sattva, Rajas and Ta-

opportunity either outwardly or

nal mind integration as opposed

mas - meaning, being out of their

inward to ourselves.

to any form of voice-listening.

influence daily in meditation.

Source: https://bit.ly/3y0VCpE
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Click Here to Register
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S t e p ha ni e Go | To r o n t o Star

OUR HEALTH CARE SYSTEM IS
HEADING TOWARDS DISASTER
"We need action now before this tsunami drowns us all"

D

o you know what it

Our COVID-19 patients are

Our hospital is drowning.

feels like to drown?

drowning. As a doctor on the

Every day we admit tens of

As water enters your

front lines, I see it on their

patients to our wards and

nose, it burns your lungs as the

X-rays when their normally

ICU with COVID-19. Teams of

air is choked from your body.

clear, black lungs are filled with

doctors, nurses and therapists

You’re overcome with feelings

white pockets of virus. I see it

are desperately trying to care

of panic and helplessness

as they gasp for air while the

for all of them. But it’s been

as you struggle to survive. I

infection chokes their bodies,

more than a year and we are

nearly drowned a few years ago

depriving them of oxygen. I see

exhausted with no reprieve in

while swimming in the ocean.

it in their eyes as they clutch

sight. We transfer patients out

I remember the sheer terror as

our hands in fear, begging us

to other hospitals, delay sur-

I was pushed under the waves

to help.

geries and repurpose different

while I fought to breathe.

spaces so we can create beds for

“

Every day we admit tens of patients
to our wards and ICU with COVID-19.
Teams of doctors, nurses and therapists
are desperately trying to care for all of
them. But it’s been more than a year
and we are exhausted with no reprieve
in sight.

14
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all the new sick patients. In our hospital
COVID, literally, is everywhere. We are
physically and mentally surrounded by
it. The memory of the countless deaths
and tragedies will forever haunt us.
Our health care system is on a collision
course with disaster. Beds will run out.
We will not have enough staff. More
people will die.
All of this is because Ontario is drowning in a sea of systemic racism and
discrimination. Since the beginning
of the pandemic we have seen that the
virus has disproportionately affected
racialized and low-income populations

“

The pandemic has overwhelmingly infected South Asian and Black
Canadians. Asian Canadians
have been attacked and blamed
for a virus that is not their fault.
Instead, the Ontario government
has consistently failed to protect
its most vulnerable citizens.

hoods like Rosedale
and Forest Hill with

— the same people who’ve worked tirelessly on the front lines putting food on

the lowest rates of

our tables, delivering our packages and

infection enjoy the

looking after our children and seniors.
They have been indispensable. But we
have not protected them.
The pandemic has overwhelmingly
infected South Asian and Black Canadians. Asian Canadians have been
attacked and blamed for a virus that
is not their fault. Instead, the Ontario
government has consistently failed to
protect its most vulnerable citizens.
Wealthy neighbourhoods like Rosedale
and Forest Hill with the lowest rates
of infection enjoy the highest levels of
vaccination in the province. In contrast,
those living in areas like Jane and Finch
are five to 10 times more likely to be
hospitalized or die from the virus, yet
four times less likely to be vaccinated.

16

Wealthy neighbour-

Source: https://bit.ly/2RJmkCB

We saw this wave coming. We have been pleading for
months for more equitable treatment and access. However, the government has acted too slowly and inadequately.
In addition to the recently announced measures, we need
to reconsider what is truly an essential business while
providing subsidies to all others that must close. During
our previous lockdown earlier this year, it was estimated
that two-thirds of the GTA population (more than two
million individuals) were deemed “essential.”
While it is a great first step that we are targeting vaccinations to high-risk populations and essential workers by
having mobile units going directly into these communities and workplaces, it still does not address the gorilla
in the room — that of safe work environments and paid

sick leave. We need to ensure

I was fortunate to have been

access to rapid testing, person-

thrown a lifesaver that day in

al protective equipment and

the ocean. I will never forget

improved ventilation. Workers

what it feels like to be drown-

need immediate access to funds

ing. The fear overwhelms you.

those living in areas

in order to allow them time to

But right now Ontario is on a

like Jane and Finch

get tested, self-isolate or vac-

sinking ship and that terrifies

cinated without losing income.

me even more. We need decisive

are five to 10 times

The Canadian Recovery Sickness

and equitable action now before

more likely to be hos-

Benefit is not sufficient, because

this tsunami drowns us all. We

it is retroactive and requires that

cannot afford to wait for a life-

pitalized or die from

workers apply after they become

saver to arrive.

the virus, yet four

oeconomic factors that have led

highest levels of
vaccination in the
province. In contrast,

ill. We need to correct the soci-

times less likely to be

us to this point, by investing in

vaccinated.

and ensuring workers are paid a

affordable housing, safe schools
living wage.
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VIRTUAL
CAREER
INFORMATION
SESSION
for the

ASIAN
COMMUNITY
THURSDAY,
MAY 13, 2021
6:30 - 8 pm

Are you interested in a rewarding career which offers flexibility, competitive
salary, benefits and an opportunity to make a difference in the community?
Join us to learn about diverse career opportunities available with Brampton Fire
and Emergency Services. Careers at Brampton Fire and Emergency Services are
open to everyone.

WE MAY BE JUST WHAT YOU’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!

21-0793

For more information go to bramptonfire.com

18

BramptonFire
@BramptonFireES
Firefighterrecruit@brampton.ca
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PCHS providing human
connection through mobile
COVID-19 vaccination clinics
Partnership with the Region of Peel brings nearly 1,000 needles to arms over a
two-day span
>>> Alexandra Heck | Brampton Guardian

When Punjabi Community

Services to organize the mobile

hesitant about the vaccines, or

Health Services got the go-

vaccination clinic.

due to language barriers.

ahead to host a mobile vaccina-

ic Centre and the Islamic

tion clinic at South Fletcher’s

Her team even went door-to-

Punjabi Community Health

create greater trust and secu-

Community Centre of Ontario

Sportsplex in Brampton, there

door at local businesses to let

Services has been working in

rity, deepen communication

in Mississauga from April

was no time to waste.

employees know they could

the Peel community for more

and provide a more seamless

30 to May 11 in partnership

come out and get a COVID-19

than 30 years and provides

experience.

with the Muslim Association

shot on May 3 and 4.

services in Punjabi, Hindi, Ta-

The team sprung into action;
making phone calls to families

of Canada and the Canadian

mil, Urdu, Malayalam as well

“That personal touch some-

Muslim COVID-19 Taskforce,

as Turkish and Arabic.

times is what’s needed,” said

which aims to provide 4,000

Brian Laundry, director of

vaccines to residents at each
site.

on their contact list, people

“We notice that the human

who took part in previous

touch … it’s working,” Bhangu

testing clinics, others they met

said, explaining that their goal

Bhangu says this service can

strategic policy and perfor-

at factories and warehouses

is to provide residents access to

make the world of difference

mance with Peel Region,

throughout the pandemic.

vaccines who might not other-

for someone who is having

explaining that sometimes it

Another COVID-19 mobile

wise be able to get one.

trouble booking online, as

takes a person reaching out,

vaccination clinic is being

representatives can take their

offering a vaccine. “It becomes

planned for Malton, with

“We ended up knocking on gas

20

ident’s first language, it helps

stations,” said Manvir Bhangu,

This could be for many dif-

information down and send

real when you talk to some-

dates and times to be deter-

manager with Punjabi Com-

ferent reasons, from being a

the list off to the Region of

one.”

mined.

munity Health Services, who

busy parent working multiple

Peel.

partnered with the Region of

jobs, to being unfamiliar with

Peel and Indus Community

Ontario’s booking system,

There are also clinics runBy providing services in a res-

ning at the Brampton Islam-

PCHS Health Magazine | April 2021
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“

Punjabi Community Health Services has been working in the Peel
community for more than 30 years and provides services in Punjabi,
Hindi, Tamil, Urdu, Malayalam as well as Turkish and Arabic.

22

Source: https://bit.ly/3oo9Blf
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COVID-19
RESOURCES

TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO
AVOID THE RISK OF GETTING INFECTED FROM
COVID -19

Getting the

VACCINE

WEAR A MASK

Details about COVID-19 vaccination
program run by the Government

WASH YOR HANDS PROPERLY

USE SANITIZER

CLICK HERE

Visit

STAY AT HOME IF POSSIBLE

VACCINE AFTER CARE
FACTSHEET

24

VACCINE MYTHS AND
QUESTIONS

COVID-19
SAFETY
TIPS!
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Keep Busy This Summer!
>>> Shaheen Kapadia

Spring has sprung and Sum-

time – like a craft (painting,

neighbourhood. Trust us,

mer is already knocking on

crochet, drawing… there are

it’ll work wonders on your

our doors. But, for the second

so many of them!), a dance

mental health. And, if you’re

time in a row, we will have to

form or maybe even yoga.

not an outdoor person you

refrain from meeting friends/

Gardening is another great

will definitely become one by

family and having those

indulgence as it can really

simply following a routine.

much-coveted summer par-

give you a workout that can

ties! Yet another lockdown

get very rewarding in a few

If walking is not an option,

increases the uncertainty

weeks – maybe some fresh

you can also consider laying

lurking over us, adding gloom

garden veggies or beautiful

out your yoga mat in the grass

to the bright sunny days

flowers around your house!

for some basic stretching and

ahead. But, fret not! While

If it is a totally new concept,

meditation – simple deep

last month we focused on

collaborate with someone

breathing to rejuvenate your

the importance of Self-Care,

(virtually!) who can guide you

cells and feel energetic. And,

this month we will be sharing

to take baby steps towards

the good part of it all is you

some productive ways to

having a personal kitchen

are not coming in contact

brighten up your summer

garden for a fresh dose of

with anyone so no fear of

and make the most of it in a

organic for yourself and your

COVID!

healthy way.

loved ones? Learning a language is another very inter-

26

Listed below are some op-

esting way to keep busy – and

Podcasts

tions for you to indulge in and

not to forget the simulation it

The wonders of reading and

we sincerely hope they help

offers to your brain cells.

writing are simply amaz-

in making your summer a tad

ing. If it is something you

bit brighter!

always wanted to do, there is

Get Moving

no better time for it than to

The days are longer and the

begin now. Start with read-

Learn Something New

sun is out there welcoming

ing articles in newsletters,

Now is the perfect time to

you! Put on those shoes

browse the net for blogs that

learn something which you’ve

and run, jog or simply take

may interest you or for books

had in mind for maybe some

a leisurely walk around the

that someone may have rec-
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ommended. You don’t need to

which is of interest to you on

life, like maybe excel for your

step out and buy books to start

the go. It not only helps with

weekly and monthly budgets.

reading. Simply search the

your listening skills but also

LinkedIn, TED Talks, YouTube

net. Or if you have a library

is an innovative method of

feeds, and social media is rich

card, make use of its intensive

learning.

in resources that can help you

resources offered in the form

learn and develop new skills or

of e-books and PDFs.

zero or minimum cost.

Upskill

28

You can also set goals for your-

Learning a skill is always

We’d love to hear how you

self like reading one book each

rewarding, not to forget the

spend your days while main-

week or maybe try your hand

benefits it offers personally

taining social distancing dur-

at short stories and poetry.

and professionally. Upskilling

ing the pandemic. Do Share

How cool if you have a compi-

can be done in many ways –

with us on our social media

lation by the end of summer!

it simply means to enhance

pages, and we’re sure others

whatever your current skill set

would maybe get an idea or

Listening to podcasts is a great

is. Learn using software a and

two more!

way to listen to something

make it a part of your daily
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Stress Management

Smart Ways to Fight
against Depression,
Stress and Anxiety
>>> Deepti Goel

D

epression, stress, and

fight these problems and enjoy

ous. You can't hold yourself in

anxiety are common

your life to the fullest.

the state of anger. Sit back and

from neglecting people around

were a child and your parents

you. Stay active and involve

used to love and care for you.

yourself in activities that you

It is often seen that men and

Consult A Therapist

loved to enjoy in your child-

women end up compromising

If the above things aren't work-

hood. Bring out the child in you

happiness for their kids or oth-

ing out then the problem may

to feel happier.

er household responsibilities.

be bigger. Do not waste your

So, it is always a better idea to

time. It is always a better idea to

feel as a kid.

visit a Therapist and seek best
advice.

Watch comedy TV Shows or
Movies
Doing silly things can make you

the problem as well.

happy at times. Watch comedy

Don't Feel Guilty of Feeling Sad

Wrapping Up

shows, reality shows, and Com-

Depression, stress, and anxiety

There are so many solutions to

edy movies that can bring smile

are the feelings that can make

fight problems like depression,

on your face. The more you

you feel bad all the time. So,

stress, and anxiety but the thing

laugh; more you will be able to

make sure you don't feel guilty

that matters is your dedication

fight your state of depression,

of going through this stage. It

and willingness to get rid of it.

stress, and anxiety. Do not think

is usually seen that people hes-

that we are talking childishly.

itate to talk about this problem

There are times when you need

but sharing your problem at

to forget your age and go back

time, can give you a solution to

make you angry. Then follow

that most of the men and

Fight with Your Isolation
State

some simple tricks like drink-

It is often seen that depressed

yourself from the things that

It starts with restlessness and

people or people who feel

make you angry, counting 1-10,

end up ruining your life in

stressed out all the time, prefer

and so on. There are so many

every possible way. Loss of

staying isolated from the

anger management solutions

energy, loss of self-esteem and

society. These kinds of people

that are readily available over

isolation from the society are

refrain from attending any

the Internet. If you are able to

some of the symptoms that

type of social gatherings. To

pen down things that make you

depressed people suffer from

get rid of this problem, you

angry, then half of your job is

in the initial stage. For anyone

need to forcefully ask yourself

done.

suffering from these problems,

to be a part of the occasions

living life in a better way be-

that brings you closer to your

comes an impossible dream.

family.

fering from these days!

to your golden days when you

try to find out the things that

yet serious problems

women of our society are suf-

laziness at work. Stop yourself

ing a glass of water, diverging

Stay Active All the time
In the state of depression,

If you are one of those who has
lost hopes of living better then,

34

stress or anxiety, most of the
people prefer staying indoor.

we are here with some proven

Find out things that make
you angry

solutions that can help you to

Feeling of anger is spontane-

such problems, do not show

Source: https://bit.ly/3y1D9cJ

When you are dealing with
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Click Here to Register
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SECRETS TO OBTAINING
A WELL-FITTING BRAS

>>Kulwinder Pabla

I

t is almost impossible to buy

Improper fit in a bra, at best, is

a perfect fitting bra without

uncomfortable and can cause the

first understanding what a

clothes you wear to hang and drape

good fit is all about. This may

incorrectly. At worst, the lack of cir-

at first seem to be an unnecessary

culation in the breast caused by con-

exercise, but considering that 8 out

struction of the blood vessels can

of 10 women are wearing the wrong

cause serious health problems. A

size bra, it appears that not every

correctly fitting bra is not a question

woman knows what a good fit bra

of vanity but about looking after

is? Women can spend endless hours

The session focused on Co-creating Purpose, Connections, Culture, and
Community through Sharing, Story Telling, Writing and Drawing
>>> Puneet Dhillon

As a part of PCHS commitment

participation from staff as

your health. Most women cannot

to anti-racism and anti-op-

they shared their experiences

in a tiny dressing room, trying doz-

believe the difference a well-fitting

pression work, a four module

of working with PCHS, got

ens of bras only to be disappointed

bra can make.

participatory virtual training

involved in group discussions,

session is being carried out for

participated in mindful breath-

with the fit. Worse, they may end
up buying a bra which is the best

Wearing a proper fitted bra gives

the staff at PCHS for positive

ing and took the time to reflect

option available at the shop.

you a youthful appearance, increas-

transformation of the self and

through writing and art around

es your self- esteem and confidence.
Pregnancy, weight fluctuations and

the organization at large. The

alignment of their values, pas-

Why?! The answer is surprisingly

gravity can affect your breast over

simple- the weight of your breast is

first session on “Co-creating

sion and purpose to the vision,

the years. Disease, illness and even

now supported by your core body.

purpose, connections, cul-

mission and values of PCHS.

ture, and community through

The session also witnessed

sharing, story telling, writing,

powerful emotions and a deep

Any questions about your bra

and drawing” was conducted

sense of belongingness that

The session was conducted by:

issues, please feel free to call

on April 28, 2021 from 1 pm to

the staff felt around working

Gursharan Kahlon, MSW., RSW

Kulwinder @647-219-5752

5 pm. The session saw active

at PCHS.

poor posture can change the size
and distribution of the breast tissue.
Yet unbelievably, some women are
still buying the same size of bra
they bought 20 or more years ago.
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Virtual Training Session Held

and Paul Randhawa, CYC
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PCHS Media
Shaping your thoughts
Our Shows
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
InterGen
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection

For information about programs and their schedule please visit our website at www.pchsmedia.com
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Critical Thinking

Does The Victim Mentality
Undermine Mental Health?
> > O l iv er JR C o op er

For a very long time, the primary focus was on people's
physical health, with their
mental health largely being
overlooked.

While the average person can have a good understanding of what a certain
celebrity is doing, know how to drive a car or how to cook a wonderful meal,
for instance, they might know very little about themselves.

This is not to say that someone won't be seen in this

one will need to do their own research and not rely

way now but there is likely to be help available and

on the system to take care of them. One will need to

they probably won't be cast aside. Quite simply,

be a seeker who takes responsibility for their own

what is taking place inside them (their inner world)

mental and emotional health.

is starting to be taken as seriously as what is taking
place outside them (their physical body).

A Starrt
Still, the main thing is that mainstream society is

The Toddler Stage

changing when it comes to this area and what is go-

The human condition has been pondered and ana-

ing on internally is being acknowledged. If a society

lysed for thousands of years and yet, mainstream

has largely overlooked this area, it is clear that it is

society is only just beginning to understand this

not going to acknowledge it and then provide the

area. Therefore, while the average person can have

perfect solutions overnight.

a good understanding of what a certain celebrity
is doing, know how to drive a car or how to cook

Now, although a lot of good is taking place when it

a wonderful meal, for instance, they might know

comes to this area, it could also be said that it is also

very little about themselves.

being undermined. The reason for this is that, on the
one hand, a lot is said about how important "mental

In recent years, both the main-

Those that know more are often those who have

health" is and, on the other; people are being encour-

stream media and the government

broken away from mainstream society and live the

aged to see themselves as victims.

have said a lot about "mental health"

examined life. Consequently, a society can have in-

and how people need to look after

credible technology and be very "advanced" in that

this part of them. Mainstream

respect but, when it comes to self-understanding

No Agency

society offers a number of different

and 'knowing thyself', it can be very primitive.

When someone sees themselves as a victim and has
a "victim mentality", they are likely to feel powerless

ways for someone to do this.

and believe that they have no control over their life.

One option that is often put forward is for them to talk about what

Off the Beaten track

Someone and/or something "out there" will define

is going on, another is for them to

What this means is that the options that are avail-

what does or doesn't happen to them.

change their "negative" thoughts

A Big Shift

able from mainstream society can pale in compar-

and feelings by "reframing" what is

For a very long time, the primary focus was on people's physical

ison to those that are available on the fringes. Or to

Considering this, the victim mentality is to mental

going on. For some people, the solu-

health, with their mental health largely being overlooked. If some-

be more precise, the options that are available on

health what acid is to metal; it is something that

tions on offer are not good enough,

one did have inner problems before, they would have most likely

certain websites.

will have a detrimental effect on their inner world.

but, what can be denied is how far

been seen in a negative light and even ostracised.

society has come.

42

By believing that they have very little effect on their
To become aware of these options, however, some-

reality, it will be normal for them to feel down and
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depressed, anxious and fearful,

this mentality, it can be incred-

them to have their own experi-

angry and resentful, and they

ibly difficult for them to realise

ence on this planet), one won't

could even contemplate ending

that they have it and then to

be able to see that it is not

their life.

gradually let it go. Their ego-

the world that is victimising

mind is likely to be strongly at-

them; it is that they are being

tached to this identity, so it will

victimised by their own mind.

Manipulation

be irrelevant that it is making

To have good mental health,

It might not be accurate to

them feel bad and powerless.

then, it will be essential for one
to understand their mind and

say that those who promote
"mental health" awareness are

This part of them can become

how this part of them mani-

always those that are promot-

attached to any identity and

fests their reality.

ing the virtues of the victim

any feelings, and it won't

mentality but there is often

matter how miserable, bitter

a cross-over. At this point,

or resentful it is making them.

final thoughts

it could be said that perhaps

Along with this, their outer

What this emphasises is how

these people simply haven't

reality will mirror back what

important self-understanding

thought through what they

is taking place inside them,

is when it comes to having

are saying, which is why they

thereby validating their belief

good mental and emotional

are promoting both of these

that they are a victim.

health. If one wants to be in

things.

a good place internally, they
won't be able to hold onto their

44

“

This can be the case and there

the Power of Awareness

victim mentality, that's if they

can be other times when peo-

In other words, someone's ego-

have one.

ple have a hidden agenda, with

mind can cause them to feel

them talking about "mental

comfortable with something

If they are ready to let go of

health" as this is the right thing

that is not serving them and

this mentality, they can soon

to do and encouraging the

their reality is a reflection of

find that a big part of them is

victim mentality to weaken

what is taking place in their

holding on. They can find that

others, to create division and

own consciousness. Once

by seeing themselves in this

to gain control in the process.

someone believes that they

way, it allows them to gain

Whether it is a politician or

are a victim, they will have to

power indirectly, be seen as

another figure that does this,

co-create situations and cir-

virtuous, thanks to the current

they are unlikely to be a men-

cumstances and draw people in

political climate, and they can

tally balanced human being.

who will validate this belief.

receive a fair amount of attention, approval and acceptance

Without the understanding

- three things that their ego-

Trapped

that they are not purely an ob-

mind interprets as love.

The trouble with the victim mentality is that once someone has this mindset, it can be

The trouble with the victim

server of their reality and that

incredibly difficult for them to realise that they have it and then to gradually let it go.

mentality, as destructive as it

this is just an illusion that their

is, is that once someone has

mind creates (one that allows
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What you need to know about the covid-19 vaccines

COVID-19
VACCINE
BULLETIN
COVID-19 vaccines will eventually be offered to all adults living in Canada. This fact sheet, verified by doctors, is the first
in a series designed to give you accurate, verified medical information about these vaccines so you can make an informed
choice. OCASI is collaborating with medical doctors and community organizations to bring you up-to date information in a
series of bulletins.
Kindly click on the tabs given below to download COVID-19 vaccine bulletins.

AMHARIC VACCINE BULLETIN 1

PUNJABI VACCINE BULLETIN 1

Click Here to Register

46

ARABIC VACCINE BULLETIN 1

SOMALI VACCINE BULLETIN 1

BANGLA VACCINE BULLETIN 1

SPANISH VACCINE BULLETIN 1

CHINESE VACCINE BULLETIN 1

TAMIL VACCINE BULLETIN 1

ENGLISH VACCINE BULLETIN 1

TIGRINYA VACCINE BULLETIN 1

FRENCH VACCINE BULLETIN 1

URDU VACCINE BULLETIN 1
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CONNECT & SUPPORT
T H E

M O N T H L Y

N E W C O M E R

Y O U T H

P R O G R A M

S C O O P

April 2021

Vol. 3

CONTENT

A p r i l S p r i n g B r e a k Ca mp

P a r e n t / Gu a r d i a n A p r i l B r e a k
I n f o r ma t i o n S e s s i o n s

NYP April Highlights

The Newcomer Youth

Each day of the camp had a

Program (NYP) at PCHS,

different theme, in which the

hosted April Spring Break

youth were provided with a

Please
Click Here to download
the
kit with all the necessary
Camp for newcomer

Click Here to Register

materials! Our youth
children and youth! From
April
edition of our monthly
April 12th to 16th we had

definitely had a blast with

Newcomer
Youth
Program
some of our DIY home
designed a virtual
camp
with
lots of interactive and fun
Scoop
activities!

science experiments to
planting their own seeds!
Read more below as to how
each day of the camp
turned out!
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koeI byiDrw nhIN huMdw
- jgIr kwhloN (pRo) iek iDr Aw ky
hr bMdy dw koeI nw koeI DVw huMdw

aus pUry Sihr dI

koeI byDVw nhIN huMdw

ie`t nwl ie`t

hr iek dI koeI nw koeI iDr hUMdI

KVkw idMdI AY

koeI byiDrw nhIN huMdw
iek iDr ieiqhwisk ngr iv`c
iek idr lutyirAw dI huMdI

ieiqhwisk idhwVy ‘q

iek lutINidAW dI hMudI AY

inh`iQAW nUM dwixAW vWg BuMn dyNdI AY

iek zwlmW dI huMdI

qy

iek mzlUmW dI hUMdI AY

iek idr ie`kI swlW bwAd

iek hwkmW dI huMdI

s`q smuMdr pwr

iek mihkUmW dI huMdI AY

zwlm pwpI dy Gr jw ky

iek bwzW dI huMdI

ihswb brwbr krky

iek icVIAW dI huMdI AY

ieiqhws iv`c

iek ‘bwbr ikAW’ dI huMdI

sunihrI A`KrW iv`c

iek ‘bwby ikAW’ dI huMdI AY

drj ho jWdI AY

iek iDr ipRQvI nUM

iek iDr rwjDwnI dI iPrnI qy

lhU-luhwx kr dyNdI

Br isAwLU rwqW

qy

Ku`lHy Awsmwn hyTW

iek bwbrvwxI aucwr ky

h`s-Kyf ky guzwr lYNdI AY

kMbxIAW CyV dyNdI AY

qy
iek iDr mihlW AMdr

iek iDr hkUmqI nSy ‘c qINgVdI AY

grm gdyilAW ‘c Tur-Tur kMbdI AY

qy iek iDr dw iliKAw z&rnwmw

hr bMdy dI isAwsq huMdI

zwlm hkUmqI jVHW ihlw idMdw

koeI byisAwsqw nhIN huMdw

iek iDr dy SwhI pkvwnW iv`co
grIbW dw lhU nucVdw hY

hr isr dI koeI nw koeI iDr huMdI AY

qy

byisry dI hI koeI iDr nhIN huMdI

iek iDr dI s`ukI muS`kqI rotI iv`coN

ijs dw isr hI nhIN

su`cw qy im`Tw du`D Jrdw hY

aus dI iDr dI hoxI hoeI

iek iDr s`q qy nON swl dI

qy hr jwgdy isr dI

msUmIAq nUM nIhW iv`c

iDr huMdI AY

icx idMdI AY

byisry hI byisry huMdy ny[

qy
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Jobs

Tender

PCHS is Hiring!

- Ananya Dhoundiyal-

Be a part of our team of dedicated employees. We are hiring for
the following postions:

Case Manager - Intake

Should you ever feel
you’ve fallen short
and it all seems never ending
reach out and I promise

Job Title:

Case Manager - Intake

Job Posting:

#CM-INTK-005/2021-22

Date Posted:

May 7, 2021

Report to:

Manager – Office Administrator

Position Type:

Full time contract, 4 months

Date Closed:

May 16, 2021

Click Here to Read More

you’ll rise and rise unrelenting
to the person you’ve wanted to be
to the person who’s come so far
to the person you’ve been proud of
to the person you still somewhere are
It’s only a matter of time, my child
before you look into the mirror
and be able to see through
and yet fall head over heels in love
with the person staring back at you

54

Case Worker- Social Work (4)

Administrative Assistant (2)

Job Posting:

#SummerJobs-SW-007/2020-21

Job Posting:

#SummerJobs-AA-008/2021-22

Date Posted:

May 10, 2021

Date Posted:

May 10, 2021

Report to:

Manager – Manager of Operations,

Report to:

Manager of Operations, Projects &

Projects & Systems

Systems

Position Type:

Summer Jobs 8 weeks contract

Position Type:

Summer Jobs 8 weeks contract

Date Closed:

May 23, 2021

Date Closed:

May 23, 2021

Click Here to Read More

Click Here to Read More
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2980 Drew Road

50 Sunny Meadow Blvd,

Unit 241, Mississauga

Brampton

Ontario L4T 0A7

Ontario L6R 0Y7

Phone: +1 905 677 0889

3195 Sheppard Ave E,

Southfields Community Centre

Email: info@pchs4u.com

Unit 202, Scarborough

225 Dougall Avenue, Caledon

Fax: +1 905 677 9141

Ontario M1T 3K1

Ontario L7C 3M7

PCHS

Website: www.pchs4u.com
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